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In purely economic terms the Federal Republic of Germany
has been an immigrant society from .its very· beginning. Till 1.961,
13.34 Mill. people emigrated to West Germany,· primarily from
areas of the former state territory and the German Democratic
Republic (cf. Wieduwilt and Jurgens, 1976:13·8J. ~owever, these
migrants and fugitives 'had been of German nationality. True
immigration began only after 1961 when the German Democratic
Republic closed its border and internal demographic and socio
structural processes decreased the West German work force.' The
growing industry found new markets in southern Europe for the
recruitment of labor. The. number of foreign employed-a very
large majority of them workers-rose from 0.5 Mill. in 1961 or
2*5 percent of the total work force to a high of 2.6 .Mill. in 1973
or 11lJ9 percent of the total work force; due to the economic
crisis it has dropped to around 2 Mill. or a little under 10 percent
of the total work force by now.

This paper has two major 'intentions: 1) to demonstrate that
West Germany has become an immigrant society in a trueIy
sociologieal'sense; .that the so-called "guese-workers'<andjhelr
families rather than being migratory workers 'havebecome part of
the social structure;" 2) to "advance a socio-structural concept for
the analysis of immigrant workerminonties,

*Paper delivered to the joint session of the ISAResearch Com.mittee on
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Relations at the 9th World Congress of Sociology .in Uppsala, Sweden, 14
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.Prejudice is a .derived phenomenon ~ith only alimited
.dyna:mic impact of its own .. Prejudice should.be sociolo
gically analyzed as part of and in the context of ideo
logical systems and their societal functions..

.Discrimination defined as a behavior category "puts
the blame on the single person," i.e., neglects the
socio-stractural context of behavior. Discrimination,
though . always enacted through behavior cannot be
equated with it.5
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(c) Its origin in or proximity to formal sociology accounts
for the. weak methodological status of its hypotheses:
they are based on phenomenological speculation with
the universe of history and present serving as an "illus
trative agency;" they are not theouteome of systematic
research.

(d) Attempts to empirically solidify IGRh'ypotheses, for
instance, the well known field experiments by· Sheriff,
by neglecting the structural context of their testing

. do not com.pensate for .these weaknesses.

(b) Its hypotheses, a-historically as they are formulated, can
easily be repudiated empirically.

The'Caseof West Germany

Inter-group...relacions theory (IG·R)-not seldomly identified
with the whole field of minority relatipns-must be criticized for
the foll.owing deficiencesr6

(e) As a consequence, "explanation" by IGR theory cannot
'be.more than a suggestive analogy.a

(a) It works wit.h a meaningless, theoretically and empiri
cally void concept of "groups" as its central category,
including "groups" of the small group type to nation
states.'

Orientation .of minority problems research to the' prejudice...
discrimination, IGRor.simil~rpSfcho19gical'Q~'s~cio-RS1chologic~,.
micro-sociological pa.radigms·l~ads toan .overemphasis·011 beliefs
and misbeliefs) 'illusions ·an.d feelmgs:.·about rea.J.ity· ·th.at··c~allily
are an imp~rtant~.part .. of realitj'i, bll.t·not<its.majorconditutive
factors: further to a "preoccuparion with the ittterpersonalprocess
in specific community-type. contexts" (Zubaida, '1970IJt~).·"." .:

There is much coufusion 'about the concept:·:ofsdcial"struc...
ture. Very often "social order" and ':~'social structute,tt .are used
interchangeably, We propose "social order"to refer ·to the. domi
nant "organizational principle" ofa 'society;~ "social structure" is

(a) Prejudice-discrimination hypotheses mostly work with
an explicit or implicit assumption of a causal-relation
ship between .the two concepts. On a more general level
of abstraction the problems of this assumption can be
demonstrated by examining the still unresolved question
of the relationship between attitude and behavior:
- an attitude toward persons or objects may be over-

ruled by other attitudes toward the same or other
persons/objects that .have a higher centrality in the
person;

- behavior (or action) is co-determined by the "defi
nition of .the situation," of which attitudes are a
component. but definitely not the only or most
im.ponanti:>ne$;

- an atritude or attitudes may be repressed by material
or socio-psychological needs or interests;

~ coercion, for instance the use of force by state
authoriries, can result .in behavior opposite to atti
tudes."

~1~1;:t;j"··:···;!~::::i?::;·:••",·;:.:.····;'f!t~·?;1ijm~j~~eric:an'R~rie"Vv of Sociol.ogy

.. .Minority "relations theory and research in the past and up to
. tne::::present;:·b.ave ::been heavily overloaded with psychological and
socio-psychological or micro-sociological orientations and C011-

.cepts; prejudice-discrimination approaches/ and inter group
relations hypotheses have had a dominating influence on the
field. The need for socio-strucmral analysis in minority research
derives from the shortcomings of these-and similar-c-approaches''
Looking first at prejudice-discrimination approaches.
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SOURCE: BfA (1973:68).
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SKI.LL LEVEL
Skilled Semi-skilled Unskilled.

Industry

The Case of West Germany

Construction
Manufacturing of plastics,

rubber and asbestos
Restaurants,' 'hotels
Production of construction
materialsand glass

Textiles, lether
Production and manufacturing
of iron, steel and other metals

TABLE 2
Skill Level ofWork Done by Immigrant Workers

_ .. _. (percent)

TABLEt
Percentage of Foreign-employed in Selected Industries (1973)*

* Since 1973 a major change of these numbers has occurred in
construction only, due to the economic crisis foreign employment
has dropped to 12.6 percent (cf. BfA, 1977:18).
SOURCE: BfA (1974:15).

Regarding the positron and status of immigrant 'worker's
within. the single factory let us first look'at the skill level of the
work they do (Table 2). .

Male
.Female
Male and Female

II.. ECONOMICSOCIAL .POSITIONO,F THE
IMMIGRANT-WORKER MINORITY IN THE

FEDERAL REP'UBLIC OF G.ERMANY

: as the 'empirical differentiation of a population derived
'i';.r:;;;s,::i;:·:;; -, ;;;..;i:, -:>·.:.:,•..•.....,~fI;~;~ils;d9minant organizational principle. Thus, social order and

s(;clal structure are different, but interrelated.
;.. ' .'." Three dimensions of social structure are being proposed:
{aJ~onomic,..$ocial position, the objective differentia?on of a
;population: according to its posi:ion in the. produ~tl~n-rep:o..
duction process; this is the most unportant differenttatm.gpnn
ciple; (b) socio-economic conditions, the differentiation according
to material, cultural, and institutional "living conditions" out
sidetne production-reproduction process, largely the direct or
mediated result of economic-socialposition, with relative
autonomy of the cultural and institutional sphere; (c) situational
conditions, the .differentiationacco.rding·to fluctuations of living
conditions as' a' consequence of economic, political, ideological,
and psycho-polirical processes.1 0

Immigrant workers are pan· o.f the wcrking class; however,
we· shall not analyze·the general characreristics of their economic
social position as workers, rather their special position within the
working class. The analysis of their economic-social position n:ies
to determine their ·position ,within the. working class by showmg
the branches of the econo:m1.···. where .they work, .their posirion
within the hierarchy of the single factory and their position on
tbeJabor. market.

Almost 80 percent of the immigrant workers in We~ .get...
'maity~male' .andfemaIe-areemployed as production workers
(cfi.~BfA1J 1973:49·und 197'4:13), whereas the percentage of the

···total.work force employed in production is only 48 percent;' 2

:T~e·,maj()r ·industries where they work are the production and
:'manufacturing of iron, steel and metals, .auto industries, elec
":tJ;onic&t .chemicel industry t textiles and construction, However,

~I\i:ttr!.[::0·i;:::r;j;~i(··\.:;~·;;: :;:the·::.;percentage of immigrant workers between certain industries

...<Jitters:...inquite a relevant way.. Table 1 presents percentages of
l'fl~~111'~i!;ji;;i)}.t·,(:i.<~,i&~!j\~~~~tntwork.ers in industries with high foreign employment.



::::))]"~;;:;:;;:·:;.; ·':·· i.:: .:..::'WQ~rea$.tne distribution of skill levels among the total work
:::,~{}:::.::::;:.:~}::.:.:::.::.,:,;,..:·::·:.::.::;:~f~~~\:i;t::::~1:,.:;.Q~r<;et:lt. (skille.d).t ~2 percent (semi-skilled) and 11 per

cen't';" (unskilled) for males,·.3 more than two-thirds of the male
':iD1'migrant work· force are employed as semi-skilled or unskilled
lab.or~ For females, however, these differences do not seem to
.exist.,~4 even though this judgement may rest largely on the
crudenessof the indicators.

Just as in other "classical" migrations, immigrants in West
Germany had to take up the unwanted, physictilly and/or mentally
most: strenuous type of work. Assembly lines in: car production
and foundries are representative of this type of work, where up to
.90 .percent of the workers are immigrants. In addition, work done
byimm.igrants has been shown to be more prone to accidents
(cf. Mehrlander, 1969:69).1 S

Two major economic crises have occurred in the history' of
the Federal Republic; analysis of immigrant employment during
these recessions helps to understand the position of immigrant
workers on 'the labor market. Nikolinakos studied the relation
ship between gross national. product and several macro-economic
indicators during the 1960s. He found that the closest relation
~:x;~ted between. changes in GNPan4 foreign employment (1973:
64-65). During the recession of 1966/67, immigrant employment
dropped from .1..3. MUtto Q.9 ..:~. Bmployment of foreigners,
.~·neraIly, decreased more .than.'employmen.t of, native workers.
Economic recovery quickly induced a rise in immigrant employ
.menr to 1.3 Mill. in .1969, up to a high of 2.6 Mill. in 197.3 (cf
Heckmann, 1977:Table IIt2..1).

During-the pres~nt crisis, .there has been a strong decrease
~in; ..to a. Icw o~f .. arout1:~.:~ Min.; in 1276; this~ level has been
:·:.llde· since then. The relation between economic fluctuation
·}.::and: im.pt.igrant emp.loyment ismose discernible In those industries
·:that:·are:mt hardest by the recession; in construction, for instance,
·:·:total·employment dropped by 15 percent during the present
·:pris:is;::imm:igran't employment, 'however, by 41 percent (cf. BfA,
:Ll:.~t16:116'rJ). To sum up: during recessions immigrant workers
·:Serve·· as a Hbuffer" against employment Iluctuations for the native

during recovery and boom their function is one of a
If:;.::-.·.::ni:·:,.:·....iH~·fleveJ ..(r by being at disposal for the extension of production;' 6

The Case of West Germany

Another aspect of the foreign workers' position on the labor
market concerns the possibilities of their replacement or substi
tution. 'Whether the so-called "guest-workers" are "guests," ..i.e..,.
migratory workers, or immigrants largely depends upon' . these
aspects of their economic social-position. Possibilities for replace
ment or substitution are different during times of recovery or
boom and times of crisis•.For a periodof growth Mertens (1974:
4) has demonstrated the non...replaceability· of foreign labor:' in
the 'Federal Republic. 1 7 Our discussion of the crisis situation
there have been 1 Mill. unemployed during the past years-starts
wit.h a historical reminder: the first recruitment of foreign
workers-though in: comparatively ,small numbers-occurred as
early as 1952, ata time of· an' unemployment rate of almost 10
percent,or 1.65 Mill..people out of work. In 1955, a first inter
national treaty regulating the recruitment of Italian labor for
West Germany was signed, though more than a million Germans
were still unemployed (cf, Heckmann, 1977:190). Thus, there
exists no simple relation of substitutio.nbetween native unem
ployed and foreign employed.

During the present crisis the collective return of the foreign
workers would further aggravate the 'crisis. Since they are "en
gaged in the heavy occupations, those requiring the most physical
exertion, that involve the greatest dangert and are least desired
by' native "workers,'" their conective'replacement would not be
feasible; thea return would lead' to large. decreases-in production
with chain effects (Wagner, 1915:152).1ITbe "fustitutdet
Deutscben WirtschaftU whic.h is ·the ()fficial·organ· of the ·aSSOCia.~:

tion of German em'ployers,estimates that at least Ilt·6 Mill. foreign:'
workers will be needed for g~o~_Py_.W~st Germa.n·:in~ustry'(.A$'~ .
sociated Press, Aug~ 19, 1976).

These are some of the major aspects of foreign labolt" as .
producers. However, "guest-workers" and their families wli'o::b,?
now make up a total population of 4 .Mill. also arebuyets·;and.·
consumers. The loss of their buying ·power would again' heam,.;:
aggravate the crisis. In 1970, with 1.8 Mill. foreign .workers, their:'
domestic consumption was estimated at 14 bn.DM (cr. SalOWsky;
1971 :63). Unfortunately, new estimates do not exist•. but:;tne
figures should be at least doubled that amount. Thus,' u::producE!Ts
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III. SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
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Socio-economic conditions as a second major and rather
broad dimension of social structure refers to the differentiation
of a population according to material, cultural and institutional
"living conditions" outside of the production-reproduction pr9C;oo
ess. It is largely the direct or mediated result of economic-social
position, with. relative autonomy of the cultural and institutional
spheres. Socio-economic conditions includes as its niajor aspects
income and its uses, 'housing andecological segregation) family
life, legal status and the immigrant community or colony.

Socio-economic conditions of an immigrant worker. popula
tion differ in, relevant ways from those of the native working class;
they are the result not only. of factors rooted in .the .immigrant
country but are co-determined by the continuatien of social,
cultural, economic, and legal relations to the native eouneryvand
by' needs, attitudes" and behaviors. socialized in. the emigration.
country. This paper wants to demonstrate the development or
existence of socio-economic conditions among West Germany's
foreign workers and their families that are characteristic of an
immigran.tworker population, thus further strengthening the
immigration hypothesis.t 9

Income, certainly, .is the most relevant aspect of-economic
social conditions, since. it .determines "life chances" in a broad
way" Hourly wages of immigrant labor are clearly lower than
native wages, more than 10 percent on the average.2 0 ··Since,
however, ·foreigners on the average work longer than 'West Ger
mans, the' resulting income should. not be different. The U8e'of
this income is a relevant key to the immigrant workerscons
ciousnessvTypically, he migrates abroad with the intention t'oSave'
as much money as possible, to return to his country and open: a
small business or enlarge .and improve his small farm. In addition.;
the savings are often used for the support of a family and- other:
relatives at home. Although there has been no systematic empmi~

cal research into saving and consumption patterns among fot~i8ri

workers in West Germany so far a lot of evidence from various;,
studies points to a strong decreaseof saving as a function of length
of stay in t.he Federa1Republic.. 2 I. Th:is is associated with the

a;mJL'co,~mers, foreign workers and their families-as a collec...
~m~~~~ not replaceable as part of the economic syst~. ~r..
tainly, this is the strongest argument in support of the imnugra
tion:by.pothesiS.

·.Before continuing socio-serucearal analysis a short note on
two major characteristics of immigration process seems neces
sary. Officially, by declaration of state authorities, West Germany
is noran immigration country; the foreign workers, supposedly,
are. .migratory workers, not immigrants. What actually seems to
support and justify this policy and' judgement is the initial motiva
tion of foreign workers themselves to return to their naeive
c.ountry after several years of work and saving; in addition, there
has actually been a substantial number of returns to the native
countries during the past 15 years,. Comparative·historicalanalysis
helps to 'understand the relevance and meaning of these facts"
AB..: to the subjective side, Znaniecki fonnulated the "rule" that
every emigrant when starting intends to return (Thomas and
Znaniecki, 1958:VoL II, 1497). Warner and Srole (1945) illus
trated their findings by the interview answer of ·a Greek immi
grant from "Yankee Citytt: ~'••• we all thought we would go
back in a few years, but is seems we never did" (p.106). Else
where, we. have :sh:ownthat a simi1~· morivational process de
velops among .uGastaroeiteruinWe$t.: G,enn.any (Heckmann,.
1~77 :320-3.30); .immigr(ltio.nseems: to be a process, .subjectively ,
deselopingia ·the i1.'llm;igrationcou~try, not. in the native country.
As,.torhe actual returns: ·1tlodemwo~lt.er .r- imm.igrati.on is charac
terized by' quite a substantial rate ·of returnsas part of the .proc
ess. Dinnerstein and . Reimers (1975:.39.) •. when writing .about
returns. of migrants from the Qnit:eq States back. to their native .
countries report: "Intelligent estimates. of howmany foreigners
r~tt.Uned to their native countries range froma. high of nearly
~:()~.~ percent for the Balkan peoples to a low of 5 .percent for the
Je-ws. We do Jmow thae.. the period between 1908 and 1914 immi
g9ltion officials recorded 6,709,357 arrivals and 2,06.3,767 de..
R'~ures~ .During these years, more than half of the Hungarians,
Italian.s, Croatians, and Slovenes returned to Europe." Thus,
'.' . implies a migration process of which returns are a

[,[li~~i;~!j;ii··[;j,:;,!:·:::j:·:'.,·.::.·:;,,·.:·y:.···. "\"~~aQwa1u pheaomenon.
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too fast an adaptation and new learning-as seen from m:aiJ1Y~::

husband's point of view-seems to be more frequent among the
West German immigrant population, This is a change in wom~n's

role due to an independent economic positionof thewife-~~r~
than 60 percent of married women among the' foreign .worker$
population are employed-sand due to the. learning of more: inde
pendent behavior patterns in the immigration so.ciety.·

The majority of the foreign. workers' children in West Gel'-~

many grow· up bilingually;2 S. language preferences, we believe,
are the expression of cultural and national identi:flCation.· .pre
ferences, It has been shown. that parents use ·t·neir ,nationalla.ng
uage almost exclusively in famil,y interaction; t'heirchildren t

however1 prefer to speak German. when among themselves (cf.
Schrader et al., 1976:95). Studies ofpreferences of athletes and
teams during the Olympics in 1972 demonstrated similar .idenn
fication· and sympathy patterns, with West German athletes and
teams being preferred against athletes from their "native" country
by the children (ibidem, p. 88). Since parents typically not only
preserve certain of their national and cultural traditions but
actually want their children to learn and identify with these
traditions, there results a conflict of cultures with the: family
between the generations. This again, isa "classical" pattern of
family conflict in immigration situations..

The immigration argument, inadditien, is, supported by the
formation of rather stable .structares of residential segregation:.in
all-lasge .. cities of .the . Federal :·:Republic.2 6 Also, the ..migrant
population. has been develo·ping·.:: for .many years forms· of SQqfal
organization on a nationalbasis~from.religious ·communities and.
polidcal associations to soccer clubs and folk. dan£egroups~a
processwhichjusrifies.ro speak of·ihe·.tise··of inimigrilntcoloni~s, ', .
at lease in the-largest cities. This". again, is a clear indicator of:&1t
immigration process, since the formation of .colonies has·beC;Jl:,
the classical reaction of immigrant minorities to facilitate .adap~.~ ,
tion to the new society by the building of institutions and associa- ..
tions on the basis of needs and interests rooted "beyond the
water," i.e., in the native country.

i~{o!')::')<·":Y·<::i·ClJSso.lutJo'n:'of::'a:<concrete motivation to return to the 'home coun...
.".f.i.,~,.:.: ... ClWl'U•.:.implies the development of 'bonds to the immigration

::-i!;¥Hf/jm'i}:)}';:::-···:.··;'::···-::':.::'

....-... ::< ...... :......."!".~.jII.. ! . on the average, the over-all monthly income of
'immigrailt"workers may be similar to that of comparable native
w()f'k;ers, there exists a specific difference of income charac
~_tics"Due to their functions as "buffer" and "lever" on the.
labtlrmarket) their income, and consequently the totality of their.
living eondirions, are even less secure than those of native workers,
from a ..purely economic point of view, not regarding thoseIn
securities that stem from other sources, for instance from their
.legal status.

The·. decrease of savings can largely 'be .explained by two
other trends that are part of the immigration process: 80 percent
of .the foreign workers have moved out of provisional boarding
houees or barracks into "individual" forms of 'hOUsing;2 2 usually,
migration of the rest or part of the (nuclear) family has been the
motive behind this.2 3

Forms of "social disorganization" of the family that have
been studied in immigrant families in the United States-by
Thomas and Znaniecki for instance-have been shown to exist
among the foreign workers population in :West Germany.24 .Strain
in: mariealrelarions seems to stem' from two main sourceseeffects
of a' temporary separation, and effects of a change in. :women's
roles.as a consequence of migration to an industrialized society.
Temporatyseparation during ·the first phase of the.migration
t>rc)C~~. may .induce the husband to take up relations with other
women. :in: the. immigrant society .. Separation and living in societies
O~:::rdJl.tte:rellt develop~e:ntal and cultural.. characteristics may also
f.a~"N.: :.,.:t"~ differences' in' consciousness and behaVior' .patteniS among
.filJ:Sband·:.and· wife; compared to her husband, the wife followin.g
:·uutl1s..rto:.•.ene immigrant country Jacks in adaptation to the new
,$~~~W;J-:'.a. deficiency she may not be able to make up for in a

·.Yli&_4:••:···· ..,-........... particularly if she stays at home as a housewife.
··:;'.lIl4aIPtat~Qn differences among the partners may appear to them as

•· ..tJ4Qf $,..wt:y ··differences endangering their relation. However, a
;WJi:::i,}·@i\:::Uti·:;··.···,:··, which results from very opposite factors, namely
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Germany, the term "subproletariat" is being used (cf. for in
stance Klee, 1972: 25); "marginal group," "national jnincriry,"
"ethnic group" or "ethnic minoriey" are other terms frequently
used. "Subproletariar" is a misleading term, certainly, : since
immigrant workers are part of the proletariat, not outside or
"below."? & "Marginal group," if it is meant as a socialcategory
denoting "marginal men,It is not correct eithert since not all
immigrants or even the 'majority of them are marginal men. The
term "national minority," we suggest, should be reserved for the'
context of nationally and culturally heterogenous narionseaees, as
they were formed since the French Revolution. National minori
ties are not the product of migration-at least nota directresult
of migration-hut of the formation of the modern nation state.
Besides, national minorities-in contrast to immigrant worker
minoriries-eocio-strucmally are a very heterogenous population"
"Ethnic group," finally, is a concept suited to differentiate among
the immigrant worker minority. according to national and cultural
belonging or origin, but should not, be applied to .rhe immigrant
population as a socio-structural concept.

To su.mmarize:asto their economic-social position, immi
grant workers are in the 'center of the production-reproduction
process doing the unwanted, most strenuous and accident-prone
tyee of work; due to their function as "buffer" and "lever,"
they are endangered, howevert in ·times of crisis, to be thrown
to the "margin" of the production process, and a few even com
pletelyout of it: their economic-social position is exposed to
centrifugal forces. Thus~ we suggest an immigr~t worker popula
tion to be defined as a centrifilgal stratum within the wo:rking
class-, , . __ . ~_.... ',_ . ..

Their socio-economic condition usually is characterized as
"discriminarion." Discrimination, however f typically ,is defmed
as a behavior category, putting the blame on the discriminating
individual. Discrimination, though always enacted by .behavior,
as a socio-structural concept .should be understood as a structural
deficit between socio-economic conditions as the.y derive "nor
mally" from economic-social or class position and legal rights. of
a population group and realized socio-economic level. Further,

.:::, V. IMMIGRANT WORKERS.: A CENT'RIF'UGAL STRATUM
WITHINTHE WORKING CLASS

"Situatio:nal conditions" is used to refer to the differen
tiation' of a . popularion according to fluctuations of socio
:~tono:micconditions resulting from economic, political, ideologi
cal. and psycho.political processes. This category ~ of ?~tic~ar
im.portance for the analysis. of immigrant.work~r mm~~tte~ SInce
it conceptualizes the many .fluctUations and ms~untles m t~e
living 'conditions of the group.27 The tluctuatl0ns of~ SOCIo..
economic conditions are :a result, first of all, of economic fluc
tuations which hurt the minority worker particularly hard because
of his exposed position' on the' labor market as "buffer" a~d
'~lever.U Income fluctuations produce chain effects on the totality
of· >living' conditions·.. ·Fluetuatio.ns of s()cio~conomic cond~ti~ns
also stem from' political measurea, for instance of resmcnve
laws and/or administrative practices against the immigration.
population. During the prese'nt recession in.w.est C?erman~ a
decree was' 'signed by the Federal Labor Administration forCIng
employers to hire German workers; if they want to employ
immigrant workers they are obliged' 'to demonstrate the non
availability ofnative workers fo.r the jobs in question.

Ideological and psycho-political .campaigns .against ~h~
minority-usually an indirect product ot an ecoaerme and politi
oa1. crisis-may:~take she .. form: of nati!ist or raeistmovements
that· m·ay sesiously destabilize.' the. secio-eccnomic conditions of
miacrities. United States·iplm.igration. history" or present day
anti-foreign movements inSwitierlandprovide many exampl~s for
this type of threaeagainstan immigrant minority. Tho~.m the
Federal Republic, the ideological ::potential 0'£ :ethnocentrtSD1:and-.. '-- .'.nciSm~ certainly "exists .within ·:'cert.: strata of the population, .

:··thete·hasbeen so' farn.o 'relevante-rganized movement again:st the
,"'guest-workers'-' thae would shreaten the immigrants position..

Different terms have been suggested to denote the socio
::,:,:::,~:;,:;,;:::;~~::.:: .."..:.:.:::"q1"'''_''''''_''''_ position of immigrant workers: most often, in West
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That means, it is even loweramong the native work force.

.~ summary stat~ment by McDonagh and Richards concerning imtnigra
non ~o th~ us, illustrates the similarity of employment patterns: "they
(the unml~ntSy F.H.) are usually engaged .in the heavy occupations:
those reqU1rmg the most physical exertion, that involve the greatest
danger, and are least desired by native worker.• ." (1953:311).

I~ternational.izationof the labor market implies that these "functions"
directly affect both workers in ehe immigration and the ~miar t·
countries. . --tya IOn

cf. Burbaum et at (1974:243}.

The distrib?tion of skUllevels for females in the total work loree is6
percent (skmed)~ 49 percent (semi-skilled) and 45 percent (unskilled)
(cf. Burbaum et at. 1974:243).

for instance feudal, capitalist or socialist society.

These three concepts will be elaborated in the following ~es

O
B£mA stands for '~Bundesanstalf fur Albeit," which is the Federal Labor

tee.

His argument consists of the refutation of five major logicalpossibilities
for replaceme.nt or substitution of foreign labor:
(1) a voluntary halt of economic growth; . '
(2) a decrease of growth .rates by increasing investment abroad.
(J) a compensating increase in productivity; J

(4) a compensating increase in work bours;
(5) an additional recruitment of internal labor reserves.

the illustrate_~~ argumejrt: .the..llutQ industry thar hashadaDO"'..mdt$pite
e geneta! Ct1SlS was almost unable to recruit native labor for work.in

assembly lines..

Due to limited s~ace this '7n be done, however, only in a summary way.
For a more detailed analy&1S cf, Heckmann (1977:238-294).

cf. the data in BfA (1973:91).

cf, Heckman (1977:241-244).
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FOOTNOT.ES

3 emy a summary statement .wiU be' possible.here for reasons of space.
For a detailed diScUssion cr. H~ckmann·(1977:87 ..98, 1'3~140).

1 Up to 1961 between 150,000 and 300,000 people annually came to the
Federal Republic from East Germany, the majority of them well trained
and from the most productive age groups (cf, Kruse, 1966:428).

2 .:Barly criticism warning against the H attitu des..£irst-fal1acy" (Raab and
Lipset~ 1959) does not seem to have bad a corrective impact on the
direction of research.

, ~in Luther King: "The .lawm~y. not make a. :man.love me, but it can
:rC;Sttain him .from lynclWtg me.. and. 1 think. that's. prettyimportan~"

'~o,ted in Rose, 1974~103).. .

-: ..~~ir1.t.ion is characterized by structural barriers of inter
::f..{q.~~:·:·~4· social intercourse on the part of the majority. Ten

Jlt:i;illW?ii:jH:::·/:·.:···:·······.····;;·· ·de~cies.of isolation by the immigrant group-the formation of

~;f.~ol()nles~~~and the continuation of social relations to the erni...
grant'¢Quntry further sets apart the immigrant group.

:.: ·.·;::Thus; immigrant workers are a centrifugal stratum within
the' working class; their socio-economic condition is one of a
sttUcttttaIdencit between living conditions "entitled to" and
actually realized; their socio-economic condition is characterized
by:.:structural barriers .of Interaceion and social intercourse he
tween .majoriry and minority,* Living conditions of immigrant
workers are affected by frequent situational destabilization of an
economic or political-ideological type.



::c(.:mchele· (1976:27..28) .. This does not imply equal rights in the housing
market, w~ere foreign workers are strongly discriminated against. Still,
if:iS a:':sighi£<:ant indicator of an immigration process, since migratory
\Vorkers usually stay in provisional forms of housing.

23 This, of course, led to a change in the demographic structure of the
immigrant population-more females, more children-approaching the
native structure in relevant characteristics, though still remaining dif...
ferent in others, for instanceregarding old-agegroups_

24 Little systematic research can be reported (Kudat, 1975), but findings
are included in studies .of a broad survey ty'pe, for instance Mehrlinder
{1974} and Borns (1973)- Kudat has collected very interesting case studies
on family problems resulting from migration.

25 .'This, however, means very often that they are proficient in neither
language.

2'6 For a detailed descriptioncf. Bichele{1976:66..109}.

27 "Situational conditions" should not be mixed up with changes in socio
economic condition resulting from and expressing structural changes;
downward mobility of Ii 'whole group, of coal miners, for instance, within
the working class in Britain and West Germany for the last 20 years would
be structural change, not a fluctuation of socio-economic condition.

28 Stratification within:· the :c'proletariat" .or wOrking class should be con..
cepeualised differen~y; tfte'termauggested further, below in the text is
intended to specify this internal stratification.
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THE AMERICAN AG·RICULTURE MOVEMENT:
MANIFEST AND LATENT PARTICIPANT ATTRACTIONS

IN· A SOCIAL MOVEMENT*

Mid-American Review ol Sociology t 1980, Vol. V*No. 2: 31~46

INTRODUCfION

Gary S. Foster
Kansas State University

This paper will focus on the recently organized American
Agriculture Movement (AAM) in the context of a social move
ment. Upon approaching the AAM as a topic of research) one is
immediately confronted by the paucity of literature in theprofes
sional sociology. and agricultural economics journals. This is not
to suggest that the AAM has been rejected as an area worthy of
research, but is probably due to research lag. Indeed, the 1978
Wisconsin Farmer Survey conducted by the University of Wis
consin's Department of Rural Sociology t among other data col
lection, solicits information .addressiJlg support of the AAM
(Wilkening, 1978:7). Of necessity then, most of the data address
ing the AAM have been drawn from news periodicals, newspapers,
and various agriculturaland farmjournals. . :

Even given the prohableaccessibility of other ·and more
diverse data sources (e.g., surveys and questionna~esinV'olving

AAM members, interviews with . MM· :leaders and'·rIlem~ers·,

participant observation .in district ·offices, and'S()()n)~dier~",e
certain..advantages inherent in. the sources'ofdatautillZed~.it~ .. ~ .
paper. Fir.;t" mchdata seem sufficientf~raniniWd:itl~~~
of the MM'.Second,. in theabsenceofjq~~;1if'1f1':~~
literature,.the.more, "poPUlaI-"dat~ S(:tutCes~~~,,~~~~·itl
order to have ~or~ spedfic diie·ction fof:~he:t·~~es~~9t*t

*1 am grateful to .Pr<>fessor ·Wayne Rohrer·. of}(an~s "sta~llniPetsity~d
Professor Bdward McLean of Clemson University. fortheircomment.:.and
criticism of this research. Aversion of this paper··wu pr~$e.ted·':at·the:·1980

Annual Meeting.of Rural Sqci()logySe~n,::Sou~Associarionof ASri-
cultural Scientists, February 3-6~ Hot Springs, Arkansas..· .
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